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The Fourth Annual Convention of the
Amfericanj Dietetic Associatton met a.t the
LaSalle Hotel, Chicago, 111., Oct. 24-26. An
excellent program was planned. Reprints of
the papers given should be of great value to
all teachers of home economics.
Professor Isabel Eerier, who recently retired frolm her work at the University of
Illinois, was made head of the department of
"Household Science" in April igoo. "The
University of Illinois was one of the first institutions in the United States to turn its attention to the problems of home and homemaking." It later adopted the new term
known as Home Economics.
Dean Davenport, vice-president of the
University of Illinois, says "the department
has never lost sight of the human element
and of the basic fact that it deals with human
beings, yet it has constantly kept in mind the
thought of human beings in the home relation,
and its great purpose has always been to improve the home, either directly through the
training of housekeepers or indirectly through
the training of teachers.
"It is my abiding opinion that this fact
lies very close to the foundation of the remarkable success that has attended the career
of Professor Eerier in the University of Illinois. Much as she has been interested in
her girls, and assiduously as she has labored to
find them positions, after all, the one purpose always in mind as the final goal of all
that might be said and done and taught was
nothing less than the American home. For
her ability always to keep this in mind amidst
all the strain and stress of pioneer endeavor,
the country olwes her a debt of gratitude above
that which is owing to most women. She has
had her associates and her co-laborers, both
here and elsewhere, and many have achieved
much in this most useful field, but among them
all no name stands higher for the great objective than that of the woman we honor
today."
If every woman would studiously
make the best of herself physically,
mentally, spiritually, artistically, there
need be no unattractive women. It is
no unworthy study to learn to make the
most of and to do justice to one's self.
If you cannot write a poem or paint a
picture you can perhaps be one. Every
woman should know her own color

scheme, select colors that are becoming
to her and remain true to them until
with change of color and graying hair an
entire change of color scheme is imperative. She should realize that color
is of the first importance and that no
woman unless a brilliant beauty in her
prime can afford to wear a whole dress
of color of more than one-half intensity
and then only by artificial light in the
privacy of her own home or as the brilliant dominant decoration of a festive
gathering.
Clothes are never just clothes; they
have relation to a great many other factors in life and a trained taste will lead
to considerations of dress in these relatiolns. No woman can afford to dress
for herself alone, but must consider her
position, her business or profession, her
purse, her own appearance and the occasion. When all homemakers have
trained taste, each member of the
family will be appropriately and becomingly costumed."
Annette J. Warner.
IV
THE BOOK OF THE MONTH
THE NEW GEOGRAPHY
Geography should be well taught in our
elementary schools, for no subject lends
itself more readily to the application o| modern educational principles. In fact, when
setting up standards in the socialized recitation, we naturally turn to geography for our
illustrations. Likewise when a teacher first
glimpses the possibilities of vitalized instruction, she is apt to begin her reform with
geography. And yet good geography teaching is not the usual thing in our American
classrooms.
In recent years a great deal has been written to improve our geography teaching.
Much of this has missed fire because it did
not go far enough. Many a teacher agrees
thoroughly with the principles that have been
set forth and even longs to apply them, yet
continues the old place-geography of a generation ago.
Smith's Teaching Geography
by Problems1 makes a survey of present praciTeacTiing Geography by Problems, by E. Ehrlich Smith. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubieday,
Page & Company. 1921. 306 pages. ($1.50)
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tise in its first chapter. Then, because Mr.
Smith realizes thait this gap between the
teacher's theory and her practise is the strategic point, he centers his attack there. As
a result he has given us a book of unusual
value. He has divided it into two parts.
The first 120 pages are given over to a discussion of theoretical points, such as the newer organization of subject matter, and the
presentation of material through problems,.
This leaves 186 pages for concrete illustrations, lists of references, samples of problems,
etc., with only enough general discussion t(
bind them into a whole. So we have here a
writer on educational procedure who not only
tells us what to do but actually shows us
clearly how to do it. May his tribe increase!
Mr. Smith not only knows how to teach
his geography; he also knows his geography
and makes his readers understand that they too
must know it if they are to teach it well. He
advises that the teacher must do a minimum
amount of reading; that she must have the
current-events habit. It is well to have this
point brought home to teachers of the upper
grades. Children of this age are athirst for
knowledge and no subject appeals to them
more than a study of the world they live in.
But to inspire such study the teacher must
be in tune with her time and conversant with
its problems.
One can hardly read this book without
being impressed with the importance of
geography to our nation. "Since geography
provides specific knowledge of wide application to life's problems and furnishes useful
methods of investigation, and fosters a lofty
spirit of patriotism, the possibilities of the
subject are great indeed." This one sentence
from the author's Foreword gives the key to
the book. If the child is to be a citizen of
a nation no longer a recluse but a force in
world affairs, then he must be grounded in
human geography. That is, he must be given
the geographic background for the solution of
national and international problems. Again
if he is to be a worthy citizen of this America
of ours, he must be trained to think through
experiences in independent investigation. He
must learn to read widely, to select and evaluate material, to organize topics and use them
in making a point. Such geography as this
is bound up inextricably with our national
welfare. For instance, our export trade is
dependent upon trained workers with insight
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into the customs and manners of our foreign
buyers. Here the high school and college
must accept the chief responsibility, but for a
question of such national importance the background should be offered in the upper grades
of the elementary school. And who knows
but that a generation thus trained might produce lawmakers capable of bringing constructive thought to the solution of our transportation and marketing problems?
As a direct result of such a -wealth of firsthand illustrative material, the book is sometimes weak in its within-the-chapter organization. And possibly the distinction between
topical organization as it is recommended for
use in the teaching of problems and topical organization When the text book method
is followed is not clear enough. But on the
Whole the book is well written and easy to
read. As noted before, the distinctive quality
is its usability. Mr. Smith cannot discuss
a point without tying it up with an actual
situation. Neither can he describe such a situation without making a number of valuable
suggestions to teachers. His list of reference
material will prove suggestive, as will his clear
expositions as to their use. On the whole the
writer feels that here is a book which will result in much actual improvement in classroom instruction. Each year there are a few
books every teacher should own and study.
This one certainly belongs toward the top of
the 1921 list.
Other material besides a textbook is essential for teaching geography as Smith suggests
Yet most classroom teachers will find a textbook necessary. It gives the class a common fund of knowledge which serves as
"minimum essentials." It also furnishes
them a handy book of reference for maps,
tables, etc. Moreover the selection and organization of courses independent of a text
is generally impractical for the classroom.
She seldom has the ability or the time to do so.
As a result, the improvement of our geography
teaching is in large part conditioned by our
textbook • makers. So the reviewer turns
with much interest to the new McMurry
and Parkins Series2. Have we here the usual
encyclopedic treatment of facts, or will these
ZElementary Geography and Advanced Geogra.
phy, by Prank M. McMurry and A. E. Parkins. New York; The Macmillan Company.
1921. Elementary Geography, 313 pages;
Advanced Geography, 501 pages.
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books serve as the nucleus for the teaching
of geography by problems?
At the outset the authors state that they
have attempted a better selection and organization of subject matter; that instead of mere
topical presentation of facts they have aimed
at a "volume of coherent literature." Consequently they have organized the subject
matter entirely around problems of interest
to the children. Interwoven with these problems is a stock of the "fundamental conceptions of geography." These abstract conceptions are treated concretely and at a time
when understanding them is of direct use to
the child in his thinking, e. g., soil formation
in connection with farming- In order to give
a .full comprehensive treatment much use of
types is made- Thus one farm is described in
sufficient detail to give the child a vivid picture- Then other farms are treated by comparison with this one. The problems chosen
not only appeal to the child: they interpret
modern life in terms of its geographical
background. Thus unconsciously the child is
acquiring the viewpoint necessary for good
citizenship. To further these aims the books
are Written in an easy flowing narrative so
clear that the child can scarce escape the
meaning.
But Smith has inspired the classroom
teacher to be content "With the material in no
one textbook, however rich it may be! At
the close of each section in the McMurry and
Parkins "Advanced Geography" there appears
a list of supplementary problems with complete references, so that it is easy for the
teacher to supplement widely with a minimum
of time spent in search of mlaterial. Although suggestive problems are given in the
"Elementary Geography" no references are
added. This is to my mind the weakest
spot in the series. True, no other first book
in geography gives sudh references; but
fourth and fifth grade children need them.
They respond to the opportunity for wide
reading enthusiasticallyThese summary exercises recognize the individual differences in children. The questions upon the text are to be required of all;
a second set takes the above-average Child a
step farther in his investigation; a third set
makes provision for the "gifted" childrenThere are many fertile suggestions for projects,
such as debates, collections, etcFrom the beginning these helps aid the

child in good habits of study- Timely little
suggestions as to how to study are added, especially in the second book- These study lessons are so skillfully done that it is hard to)
see how the teacher can prevent a normal
child who uses this book from learning to think.
The books abound with illustrative
material. There are maps a-plenty, including
many ccononiic and regional ones in the second
volume. Each book has an appendix with the
usual statistical tables, and each has an index
with a pronouncing vocabulary.
The thoroughly trained teacher may when
working under ideal conditions, i. e., small
classes plus a good supply of reference material,
discard the textbook, making her own course.
To such teachers, these McMurry and Parkins
books will be a good reference, certain sections
—such as the one giving comparisons of the
United States with ibther countries—being
indispensable. But these teachers are rare.
The majority of teachers inspired by Smith's
"Teaching Geography by Problems" will need
a textbook as a point of departure- They will
find the "point" and many suggestions for
departing from it in the McMurry and Parkins books.
Katherine M. Anthony
V
AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK
UNDER, THE .AUSPICES OF THE NATIONAL
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION AND THE
AMERICAN LEGION
American Education Week is Being Held
December 4 to 10, 1921, Under the Auspices of the American Legion and The
National Education Association in cooperation with many other organizations—
Educationalj Religious, Fraternal and
Civic.
THE ORIGIN OF THE PLAN
The American Legion through its Americanism Commission asked and received the
co-operation of the National Education Association in teaching and fostering true
Americanism in all the schools of America.
The Americanism Commission and the National Education Association have approved
the following statement, as adopted in the
resolutions of the National Education Association at its last annual meeting in Des
Moines, July, 1921.

